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In this paper, we study the questions of uniqueness and continuous de- 
pendence on the initial data for evolutionary equations ofthe form: d%/dt” = 
Mu, n = 1, 2, 3,..., n fixed, where M is a linear operator on a subdomain 
D of a Hilbert space and U; [0, T) + D is a vector valued function. M is 
either symmetric or skew symmetric and need not be bounded or even semi- 
bounded. The method of proof is based on the so called “weighted energy 
method.” The results can be applied to the study of improperly posed problems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we prove a uniqueness and continuous dependence theorem 
for evolutionary equations ofthe form 
d%/dt” = Mu, n = 1,2, 3,..., fixed n U-1) 
where U: [0, T) - D, the domain of the linear operator M. Here D Z H, 
a real Hilbert space. [The restriction that H is real can (and will) be relaxed.] 
The initial values U(O), u’(O),..., u(“-r)(O) areprescribed lements of D. 
There is, it goes without saying, a considerable literature about (1.1) in 
the cases 71 = 1, 2 and M a semibounded (from above) symmetric linear 
operator. Ingeneral, for 7t > 2, little attention has been paid to such Cauchy 
problems if H is infinite dimensional, probably because of the lack of physically 
interesting problems associated with (1.1). 
However, Fattorini [l, 21 and Fattorini and Radnitz [3] have investigated 
(1.1) both under complete and incomplete prescription of the initial data and 
shown that unless M is bounded the Cauchy problem for (1.1) is never well 
posed for n > 2. That is, there does not exist adense linear submanifold ofD 
from which one can take initial data and have a corresponding unique global 
solution on (0, co). 
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In this paper, wewill take amuch more restricted notion of what is meant 
by a well posed problem. Inthe first place we will study (1.1) only in intervals 
of the form [0, T), T < co. We only show that he full Cauchy problem on 
[0, T) has at most one solution on [0, T) and that it depends continuously on 
the initial d ta in the sense of John [5], on compact subsets of[O, T). We 
make no assertions about existence. 
We will extend the ideas of Protter [18], Lees and Protter [8], Murray 
[11, 121, and others to (1.1). These ideas, which are very elegant, have been 
found to be useful in studying the asymptotic behavior fevolutionary 
equations ifn = 1, 2 [8, 10, 15, 181 and for proving unique continuation 
results for elliptic, ultrahyperbolic, and parabolic equations [8, 14, 16, 171. 
They are also useful in showing that certain nonlinear equations donot 
possess global solutions i  time for arbitrary choices ofinitial d ta [6]. In a 
modified form one can use them to study weak solutions [9]. 
If n = 2 and 1Mis kew symmetric, ourresults contain those of Murray [12]. 
(M is skew symmetric f(x, my) = -(Mx, y) for all x, y in D.) The unique- 
ness part of our result ifn = 2, M symmetric, is contained in [7], the con- 
tinuous dependence there being of Holder type and therefore sharper than 
ours and those of [9, 121. Moreover, there the authors study, by means of 
the tool of logarithmic convexity he equation Pu,, = Mu, where P is a 
positive, symmetric operator and M is symmetric. However, this tool has 
shown itself ineffectual in studying (1.1) for 71 > 2. Neither tool seems very 
effective in treating themore general 
(1.2) 
except in special cases. 
An attempt to study (1.1) or (1.2) by writing them in system form as a 
single first-order equation isdoomed to failure. In the case u” = Mu with M
symmetric, if we set v = u’ we have 
V-3) 
The linear operator A is neither symmetric nor skew symmetric. Of course, 
we can resolve itinto its ymmetric and skew symmetric parts. Ifthe skew 
symmetric part were bounded in terms of the symmetric part in the sense that 
Ill A-XIII2 < Cl III A+XIII ll XIII + c2 III X II2 
where the ci’s are positive constants andX is an arbitrary element ofD x D, 
then we could use the results of [19,20] todeduce the uniqueness of olutions 
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to the Cauchy problem for (1.3) and consequently for(1.1). (Here A, and A- 
are the symmetric and skew symmetric parts of A, respectively, while//I 111 
denotes the norm on the product Hilbert space H x H.) However, an attempt 
to force such a bound leads to the conclusion that M must be bounded 
(see [20, pp. llO--1121). The results of [19,20] are among the most generally 
known. Thus, we lose information f wetake this approach. In point of fact, 
the uniqueness question isopen for u’ = Au with A an arbitrary unbounded 
linear operator. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY IDENTITIES 
Let H be a real Hilbert Space and D Z H be a dense linear subspace. We 
denote the scalar p oduct and norm on H by ( , ) and 11 1, respectively. If 
21: [0, 7’) -+ H has n strong derivatives, we write 
d% 
-@(t) = v(P)(t) p = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n, 
where v(s)(t) = v(t). W e will only consider v’s that possess trongly continu- 
ous derivatives and denote by C”([O, T); D) the class of such vector-valued 
functions that possesses n strongly continuous derivatives, each of which lies 
in D for tE [0, 7’). (The point = 0 is treated inthe usual manner.) 
The following lemmas are asily established by induction. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v E C”([O, T), H). Then fov any non-negatiwe integer p, 
with (2p + 1) < n, we havefor t E[0, T), 




(v’2”‘(t), v(‘)(t)) = - -c (-l)j(v(2P-j), v(j)) + fr(-l)“-‘(v’“‘, v(P)) (2.2) 
where the t argument has been suppressed on the right-hand si e of (2.1) and 
(2.2). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let M: D ---f H be a symmetric linear operator on D and let 
v E C”([O, T), D). Then if p is a non-negative int ger, 2p + 1 < n, we have 
(d2p+l), Mw) = $ 
I 




(@P), Mw’l’) = $ (@P), Mv) - (7@‘+1), Mv) (2.4) 
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so that use of (2.3) in(2.4) permits u to conclude that (vc2p), Mv(l)) is a perfect 
divergence. 
LEMMA~.~.L~~ M: D-+ Hbeskewsymmetric ((Mx, y) = -(x, My), x, YE D). 
Then for v E C”([O, T), D) andp with 0 < 2p < n, we have 
(VW), Mv) = $ *cl (-l)~(v;l(2P-j-l), M&)) 
3=0 
There is no summation understood inequations (2.1) through (2.5) 
whenever the upper summation limit is smaller than the lower limit. 
Remark. To insure that the above equations are rigorously correct, 
we could impose the requirement that Mv be n times trongly continuously 
differentiable and 
(dj/dtj)(Mv) = Mv’j’. G’f9 
However, if M is symmetric, one can easily establish, without recourse to
(2.6) that 
(@t)(u(t), Mv(t)) = (U”‘(t), Mv(t)) + (u(t), MvV)), (2.7) 
whence (2.3) and (2.4) follow. Ifwe assume (2.7) for M skew symmetric, 
we can establish (2.5). 
3. THE UNIQUENESS THEOREM 
Here we establish, via the generalized w ighted energy arguments, the 
following uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let n be a jixed positive integer and let u: [0, T) --j D be 
a Cn strong solution t  
d*uldt” = Mu(t). (3.1.1) 
40) = uo , u”‘(0) = u1 )..., u”-l(0) = u,-1 (3.1.2) 
for given u. ,..., unPl ED. If M is skew symmetric on D or if M is symmetric 
on D, u is uniquely determined by (3.1.1) and (3.1.2). 
Remark. If H is finite dimensional or M is bounded (with no symmetry), 
then the result isa simple consequence of Picard iteration. The point here 
is that M is permitted to be unbounded, inwhich case such arguments are 
not applicable. 
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Since the problem (3.1.1), (3.1.2) * 11s inear it suffices to prove that u(t) E 0 
is the only solution with vanishing initial v ues us = u1 = ,..., = u,-r = 0. 
Before going into the general cases, let us repeat the argument of Murray 
[12] given for n = 2 and M skew symmetric. We have 
u”(t) = Mu(t), u(0) = u’(0) = 0. 
Let a(t) = e-%(t). There results (here h > 0): 
X + Y siz (w” + A20) + (2X0’ - Mv) = 0. 
Thus, (X, Y) < 0 and we have, upon expansion fthe left-hand si e of this 
inequality andnoting the skew symmetry of M that 
or 
2X(v”, PI’) + 2X3(0, w’) - (w”, Mw) < 0 
(W)[~ II ~0’ II2 + A3 II w/I2 - (w’, Mu)] < 0. 
Integrating this inequality from 0 to t and noting that w(O) = 0, w’(O) = 
u’(0) - Au(O) = 0, we obtain 
2h3 II 4t>li2 < 2A2(u’(t), u(t)) - h II u’(t)l12 + (u’(t), Mu(t)). 
Now fix t, divide both sides of this last inequality by 2A3 and let h--+ co. 
There results /I u(t)// < 0or u(t) = 0. It is this argument that we generalize. 
Proof. The proof is reduced to establishing the result ineach of the 
following four cases. 
(i) n even, M symmetric. 
(ii) 72 odd, M symmetric. 
(iii) 71 even, M skew symmetric. 
(iv) n odd, M skew symmetric. 
Since the proofs in each are much the same, we only prove it in cases (i) 
and (iv). Itshould be clear how to proceed incases (ii) and (iii). 
Case (i). Put n = 2m. Let 
w(t) = e-%(t) 
for any h > 0. Then from Leibnitz’s Rule, we have in (2.1-l), 
(3.2) 
E (y) X%(2+j)(t) - Mw(t) = 0 (u = ehtv) (3 *3) 
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where (t) denotes the binomial coefficient. Thus,
O = pEo (2(??? p) X2’~--pwqt)  k%(
+ $;(2(m ‘;, - 1 1 
~2(m-v)-lv(2P+lyq 
=A-B+C. 
Since /I A - B + C /I2 = 0, we have that in case (i) 
2(A - B, C) < 0 (3.4) 
or in case (iii) 
2(A, -B + C) < 0. (35) 
In both (3.4) and (3.5) wetry to write the left-hand si e as pure divergence, 
(i.e., as perfect t derivatives). Sincethis must be done for (A, C) in either 
case, wedo this first. Then we deal with (-B, C). The treatment of (A, -B) 
[in case (iii)] s similar nd is omitted. 
We have 
(A, & = go z; (,(,2: p))(2(m 1”9, _1)h4 -2(p+q)-1(~(2p), ~f2a+“)(3 6 1) . . 
778-l 
= c +,zso+ c * o(P<q<m-l o<q<P$m 
(3.6.2) 
We treat each of these sums in turn. It follows that 
-il = ; $ [z; (,,‘rr p))(2(m ‘;, _ 1) h4(m-p)-1 II f+2p)(t) Il2] . (3.7) pap0 
If q > p, we apply (2.1) with v(~P) replacing v and p replaced by q - p to get 
(Tw, w m+l)) = $ ryg' (- )'( 1 3 7$29--j),#Pfd) + &(-I)"-"11 v(Ptd 112 
I 
. (3.9) 
If q < p, we replace z1by v(~*) and p by p - q in (2.2) and find that 
(w (2P) , v@q+l)) = $ ["jy (-ly+1(v(2P-j), 21(2q+j)) + &(-1)"~"-1 I/ w(P+d ,,2]. 
3=1 
(3.10) 
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We use these in (3.6.2) to write the first and third sums in (3.6.2) as pure 
divergence. There follows 
(A, C) = ; If ;g (2(m 2;) I ,)(,,““_ & h4frn-*)--l II dZP) /I2 




x 2 (---1)‘( 
o(2q-j), q~(2y+j)) + $( -l)Q--p I/ @‘-f-Q) 112 
I 
P-Q-1 
; (-l)j+l(w(2*-j),o(2q+j))+ &(---I)"-"-'II D(P Q)I/~I! .(3.11) 
Likewise, from the definition of (-B, C) and (2.3) wefind 
-(B, C)=- 2 1 y X”-+l(2(m ‘;, I1) *=0 
P-l 
c (-l)+(W), Mw’j)) + $(-l)“(w’“‘, M@))Ii . (3.12) j=O 
Letting f(t, A) and g(t, A) denote the quantities n braces on the right of 
(3.11) and (3.12), respectively, w  have 
(wq.f(t, A)- g(t, 41G 0. 
Integrating this over [0, t) C [0, 2’) we have 
We assumed uand its first n - 1 = 2m - 1 derivatives vanish at t = 0. 
Since ~(2) = e-%(t), er and its first 2m- 1 derivatives are likewise zero 
at t = 0. Inspection of f(t, A) and g(t, X) shows that he highest derivative 
of v which occurs in the former has order 2m - 1 and that of the latter is
2(m - 1). Thusf(0, A) = g(0, A) = 0. Thus, for all h > 0 
f(t, 4 < gtt, 4. (3.14) 
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If we now write out (3.14) interms of u(t) instead ofo(t), weobtain 
f(t, A) = rflQp(t) hP] eczAt 
p=o 
(3.15) 
g(t,h) = ~S,(t)A~]e-2At (3.16) 
where the numerical coefficients Q, , S, do not depend upon X but only 
upon u and its first 2m- 1 derivatives. Since for any integerp, 0 <p < 2m - 1, 
VIP) = [(-Wu(t) + y ( p, ( -nyuyt)] e-At 
j=O 
we see that 
(V (P), v(*)) = [AD+, I/u(t)1j2 + Q,,(X)] e-2At 
where QDa is a polynomial inA of degree no higher than p + 4 - 1. This 
observation permits u to write the coefficient of A4m+r as 
Qm-l(t) 
= ii %1 ( 2(m $) - 1)(2(m2m p)) 
+ o<.~sJ2(ffF: p))(2(m 27, - 1) [;t’(-l)j + *(-1)““] 
It is easily seen that he quantities n brackets onthe right of (3.17) have 
the value 4. Thus, 
Qmn-l(t) = Cm II 4)lP (3.18) 
where C,,, isa positive constant independent of A. From (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) 
and (3.18) wesee that 
/I u(t)ll2 < C;11J4m-2(t, A) h-4m-1 (3.19) 
where P4ns-2(A, t) isa polynomial in hof degree no higher than 4m - 2. 
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Since, for fixed tE [0, T), 
it follows from (3.19) after letting h -+ +co, that 11 u(t)11 = 0 or u(t) = 0. 
If M is skew symmetric, we see from (2.5) that 
-(A, B) = 
-go (,(,‘“_ p)) 
h2(m-P@,(2P), Mv) (3.20.1) 
= - ; ii0 A2(m-p) GtjfF ?,) [g (-l)j(,(2D-i), kfdj))] 1 (3.20.2) 
and that he bracketed quantity will be (after writing v = e-%), apolynomial 
in h of degree no worse than 2m - 1. Since $ (A, C) do is a polynomial with 
positive leading coefficient of degree 4m - 1, the same argument (mutatis- 
mutandis) applies here and again u = 0. 
Case (iv). Here the argument is much the same as that in Case (i), sowe 
only sketch it. Write n = 2m + 1 and put v = e-%. There results 
- 
+ p:o (2(???;): 1
~2’“--~‘+1~‘2~) _ Mu 
=A+C--B. 
As before, wehave 
(A, C> - (8 C) < 0. 
Again, using Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 we find 
c 
B--Q-l 
x 2 (-l)i+l(@P-i), &&+y + &(-l)P-9-l 1) 2)(P+!7) 112  
+ c 
O<P<Q<rn 
[c,‘;, t_ 3(2(m2m ) l+ 1) x4m-2(p+q 
(3.21) 
e)(2P-j), ~(2u+H) + g(-l)a-P I\ p)(P+Q) \\2 
II 
(3.22) 
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and 
-(B, C) = --A $ 
(3.23) 
Again, denoting byf(t, X) and g(t, X), the quantities in braces onthe right of 
(3.22) and (3.23), we integrate [(A, C) - (B, C)] h-l < 0 and obtain 
fk 4 - &, 4 G f(O, 3 - .&a 4. (3.24) 
If the initial data vanish, then so does the right-hand side of (3.24). Then 
we get, after dividing bye-At 
where the coefficients Q, , S,. do not depend upon h. As before w find 




z. (-l)j + H-1 - >" p] j II 4w 
= cm II 4012 (3.25) 
where C, denotes the quantity inbraces on the right-hand side of (3.25). 
This again leads to 
II 4w d C~4,-1(& q X4" 
where P4,-l(h, t) is a polynomial in hof degree no larger than 4m - 1. This 
latter inequality again leads to the uniqueness result. 
The case nodd, M symmetric shandled in much the same way. We omit 
the details. 
Remark. If H is a complex Hilbert space we can establish Theorem 3.1 
in almost exactly the same way as in the real case. However, instead of(3.4) 
and (3.5) wewill have 
Re(A - B, C) < 0 and Re(A, -B + C) < 0, 
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where Re z is of course the real part of the complex number a. This follows 
because ifI/ x+ y /I2 = 0, then 0 = // x+ y II2 = (1 xiI2 + 2 Re(x, y) + 11 ylj2. 
Thus, Re(x, y) < 0. In order to establish theresult, i  clearly suffices to show 
that Re(A, C), Re(B, C), and Re(A, B) are perfect divergences. In turn, 
to show this, itsuffices to how that Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 hold with the 
scalar p oducts replaced bytheir real parts. However, we easily see that his 
follows immediately since these lemmas hold in the complex case as they 
stand and Re is linear when the coefficients of thescalar p oducts are real. 
That is, Re(orz, + /3za) = c1 Re zi + /3 Re zs , LY, /3 real. 
4. CONTINUOIJS DEPENDENCE 
Since the problem (3.1.1) (3.1.2) is 1inear, itsuffices to how that he null 
solution depends continuously on the null data. Our definition of continuous 
dependence isthat introduced by John [5] an d used, in the case of logarithmic 
dependence, by Murray [12]. The p recise definitions can be found in 
[7,9, 12,201 among other places. 
We shall restrict ourattention t  Case (i) of Theorem 3.1. The starting 
point is inequality (3.13) with (3.15), (3.16). Let 
4m-2 
F(t, A) = f(t, A) e2ht = Cm 11 u(t)l12 X4”-l + 1 Q9(t) X9 
p=o 
G(t, A) = g(t, A) e2At 




Cm II u(t)l12 A4+l < [F(O, A) - G(0, A)] ezAt + G(t, A) - c Q&t) A9 
9=0 1 
whence 
/I u(t)112 < [F(O, A) - G(0, A)] e2AtA-(4’“-1)C;1 
2na-1 4m-2 
,c, S,(t) A’ - C Q&) A9 1 C;;ax-“‘+ (4.1) 9=0 
Let E, K be positive numbers. We shall say that ubelongs tothe class & 
on [O, T) if 
sup max 
ts[O.T] 0<~<4m-2 
(1 W)l, I Q&N G KS 
04r<2m-1 
(4.2) 
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We say that he data do not exceed E if 
o<~4~~l{I W)l, I Q,(O)!1 < E. 
0&.;2m-1 
(4.3) 
Since the coefficients S, , Q, involve nothing more than finite sums of 
linear combinations f scalar p oducts ofuand its first 2m = n - 1 derivatives 
with each other or with Mu and its first m derivatives, and since the range of 
these sums and the coefficients of said scalar p oducts are dependent only 
on n, (4.2) holds for some constant K = AK’ where N is some positive 
integer and 
I a?--1 2m-1 i 
sup 
td0.T) i 
1 I/ ~(j)(t)l/~ + C i(uu)(t), MzN(t))l < K’. 
j=O l,p=l i 
Likewise, (4.3) will be satisfied, f for some sufficiently large positive 
integer N 
If we assume provisionally thath> 1, then, use of (4.2) or (4.3) in(4.1) 
leads to, for some constants K, ,K, , depending only on n (h-l < 1, I = O,..., 
4m - I), 
I/ u(t)112 < EK, IFTA-1 + K,Kh-1 + (1 u(O)l12. (4.4) 
Put h = (2T)-l ln(l/ ), E wh ere Eis so small that h> 1. Then (4.4) reduces to
11 u(t)l12 < 2T[K, + k,K - (E In c)(2T)-l)](-ln c)-r. (45) 
Inequality (4.5) is the desired continuous dependence r sult, valid if 
u E Z and E < e-2T. 
It is clear that his notion of stability or continuous dependence ismuch 
more restrictive hanthe usual one in the sense that in order to belong to X 
the data must be severely restricted. For example, for the backward heat 
equation ut+ uzs = 0 in [0, ~1 x [0, T] with initial datum U(X, 0) = f(x) 
and ~(0, t) = U(T, t) = 0, the solution is of the form 
u(x, t) = f fnenzt sin(nx) 
7L=O 
where the fn denote the Fourier sine coefficients off(x). Inorder that ube 
in the class Y for this problem we must have 
(4.6) 
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[The inequality (4.1) written out in this case is 
II ~W12 G (II fll” - h-l II f’ II”> + X-l II Uda22”t (4.7) 
where 11 /I denotes the usual Z2 norm on square integrable, real valued 
functions on (0, n).] Clearly (4.6) is a very restrictive condition the 
initial datum. Results obtained byusing logarithmic convexity arguments 
on this problem yield Holder continuous dependence r sults but the 
datum must also be restricted by an inequality somewhat analogous to(4.6). 
If all but a finite number of the fm vanish, then (4.6) holds while it fails if
f,, = O(n-P) for some p > 0 and infinite number of them are not zero. From 
the form of the solution we see that we cannot have classical ontinuous 
dependence onthe data (or even existence!) for arbitrary square integrable 
datum, as is the case in the initial-boundary problem for the forward heat 
equation. This is of course a variant ofHadamard’s counterexample. 
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